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Abstract: Concept mapping is a valuable method to represent a domain of knowledge, also with the
aim of supporting educational needs. Students are called upon to construct their own knowledge
through a meaningful learning process, linking new concepts to concepts they have already learned,
i.e., connecting new knowledge to knowledge they already possess. Moreover, the particular graphic
form of a concept map makes it easy for the teacher to construct and interpret both. Consequently,
for an educator, the ability to assess concept maps offered by students, facilitated by an automated
system, can prove invaluable. This becomes even more apparent in educational settings where there
is a large number of students, such as in Massive Open Online Courses. Here, we propose two
new measures devised to evaluate the similarity between concept maps based on two deep-learning
embedding models: InferSent and Universal Sentence Encoder. An experimental evaluation with a
sample of teachers confirms the validity of one such deep-learning model as the baseline of the new
similarity measure. Subsequently, we present a proof-of-concept dashboard where the measures are
used to encode a concept map in a 2D space point, with the aim of helping teachers monitor students’
concept-mapping activity.

Keywords: concept map; learning analytics; deep learning

1. Motivation and Goals

The continuing surging ahead of digital technologies and their applications is at the
basis of advances in all sectors of human activity, and in particular, according to the topics
of interest in this paper, in Education [1–5].

Learning, teaching, and training activities, in general, are greatly helped if one can
make use of tools supporting the shareable representation of one’s knowledge as it is
possessed and organized in one’s mind. Concept Maps (CMs) are a well-known method of
reaching the above aim. CMs are increasingly adopted to support teaching and learning [6],
with aims such as to represent the mental organization of knowledge in a learner, to unveil
misconceptions, or to allow teachers to design a course, build it, and provide learners with
a visual demonstration of the course’s knowledge domain [7,8], or to unveil misconceptions
in learners, and produce assessments [9].

More in general, the “concept” itself of concept mapping is a tool that allows for the
representation and analysis of how humans construct and organize knowledge. Differently
than other formal methods used to visualize knowledge elements and their relations, in
CMs, there is not a predetermined semantics for the words (the vocabulary) used in a CM,
or at least such a semantic is not associated uniquely with the CM. This characteristic has
a two-fold effect on a CM tool. On the one hand, it is, in fact, an advantage over more
formal representations (such as the one in semantic nets or ontologies), allowing for use
in informal environments (as a classroom can easily be). On the other hand, vocabulary
freedom implies a great deal of effort when the CMs must undergo an automated process
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of analysis and management. Regarding the second point, we must take into account that
such automated management is going to be increasingly unavoidable as the wealth of
electronically defined and stored CMs is exponentially increasing.

Actually, having the possibility to use a software system able to assess the similarity
of a CM to another (from a topological and semantic viewpoint) can prove highly valuable
for more reasons than one: (1) it could enable educators to gain insights into students’
learning trajectories, including the related temporal progression; (2) educators can establish
repositories of CMs, beneficial for initiating pedagogical initiatives such as producing a
fresh course or a new set of learning activities to explore a novel domain of knowledge;
(3) educators could categorize their students based on the learning distance existing among
them, based on their different proficiency within a specific domain of knowledge.

Research works on the comparison of CMs are numerous. Many of the proposed meth-
ods rely on the maps’ topological structure, represented as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG),
and/or on the educational arrangement of concepts and relationships in the maps [8].
Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the perceived similarity between two CMs can vary
depending on the observer’s perspective and on the possibly different aspects that are
deemed significant for the CM similarity. Examples of different aspects might be the simple
commonality of nodes (concepts), which would disregard the context of their appearance in
the maps, or we might privilege the fact that the same concepts in the two CMs have (more
or less) the same prerequisite knowledge, as a consequence of their position in the maps;
alternatively, the cognitive load imposed by the concepts could be primarily considered.

A global, general method to define the similarity between two CMs should indeed
result from the weighted combination of different measures of similarity, also according to
the teacher’s preferences.

In this work, we propose the application of certain deep-learning (DL) models to
analyze the CMs produced by a class of learners. The analysis consists of determining
the relations of similarity among the maps from a semantic, cognitive point of view. Such
analysis is conducted using a measure of similarity we define and present here.

In short, our approach to similarity computation works on a specific representation of
each individual CM: first, the CM is transformed in a set of sentences (propositions); then,
each proposition is represented in an embedding, i.e., a fixed-length vector of real values,
and then the CM is considered to be represented by the set of such embeddings.

The measure of similarity between two CMs can then be computed as the distance
between the two maps’ sets of embeddings through methods such as the Euclidean distance,
or the Cosine-similarity distance. In this article, we use both such methods for corroboration.

In particular, as embedding methods, in the experimental work we present here, we
used two DL models: the InferSent model [10], and the Universal Sentence Encoder [11].

An initial assessment of the measure of similarity, outlined in [12], proved satisfactory.
Consequently, in this paper, we suggest utilizing this similarity to aid the entire educational
process. Specifically, we outline the definition of a Learning (and Teaching) Analytics
process, utilizing our measure of similarity, also showing its implementation in a six-step
didactic process, where the teacher is supported by a dashboard [13,14] to monitor and
improve the concept-mapping activity. In our intentions, the process and the measure
would provide the teacher with insights on the level of appropriation of knowledge and
could help both unveil misconceptions and appreciate non-straightforward connections in
the learner’s map.

In terms of research results, in this work, we wish to present, basically, two results: one
is associated with the Research Question (henceforth RQ) defined in the next paragraph,
and its answer comes from the analysis of experimental activity involving several teachers:

RQ Can a similarity measure be defined through the deep-learning techniques we selected
so as to be able to capture the commonalities between two CMs in a suitable and
useful manner, from a pedagogical viewpoint, for the teacher?

The other result, in our view, is in the design of a teacher dashboard. We present
a proof-of-concept dashboard with no intention of providing it as a complete system to
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be used right away in the classroom. Rather, we show it to let the reader see how it can
be useful to a teacher for the analysis of the CMs produced by her/his (possibly large)
class. After having described a process of Learning and Teaching Analytics designed to
suit the educational use of CMs, we describe the dashboard, which is intended to support
such a process, by presenting data elaborated through our sentence-embedding-based CMs
similarity measure. In particular, we show how the dashboard can depict relevant data
about the maps, i.e., all the class’ many maps, for the teacher. We present the dashboard
here, in its prototypical implementation, as a concept system to show how the graphical
rendering can help the teacher’s analysis work while demonstrating a possible application
of our similarity measure.

In our ambition, the dashboard can allow the teacher to perform a preliminary analysis
of the set of CMs produced by the class as answers to an assignment. The aim of the
preliminary analysis would be the evaluation of how the class currently understands the
knowledge domain involved in the task, allowing the teacher to undertake important
educational actions, such as the assessment of the learning activity so far undergone,
the comprehension of difficulties existing among the students, the improvement of the
learning material, the uncovering of misconceptions, more or less frequent as they might
be. One interesting aspect here is also the possibility of performing such analysis in a
formative assessment context, where the fear of a bad grade would less influence the
students’ behavior. All the above are, in fact, significant educational challenges: to meet
them in a technologically supported context, where the pressure of the grade is lighter, and
the dashboard would lighten the analysis work, can prove to be a significant help for the
teacher, and in turn for the students.

In the following, Section 2 briefly introduces some important works on CM similarity
measures, together with a short background on CMs. Then, Section 3 will describe some
embedding techniques applied to CMs and define our method. In Section 4, the experimen-
tal data are presented, and the RQ is discussed, while in Section 5, the implementation of
the dashboard system is given. Section 6 discusses the RQ and the expected usefulness of
the teacher’s dashboard. Finally, in Section 7, some conclusions are drawn.

2. Background and Related Work

To show the context of our research, in this section, we present in short some interesting
contributions with which we came into contact. Basically, there are two topics we would like
to discuss: on the one hand, the nature, and use of CMs; on the other hand, the efforts made
in relation to the definition of measures, or qualitative and quantitative methods, devised
to support the analysis of CMs, and in particular the analysis of similarity between maps.

2.1. Concept Maps

J. Novak introduced CMs as a strategy to support students in learning scientific con-
cepts (and represent their meaning in an organized, shareable fashion, useful for discussion
and deepening) [15]. The theory is based on Cognitive Constructivism. Among the ped-
agogical concepts behind such theory are Meaningful Learning, and the consideration of
prior knowledge’s role in learning [16], scaffolding management, and the idea of learning
by experience[17], and cognitive schemes theory, and the learning foundations in social
interaction, with the zone of proximal development [18].

Basically, a CM visually represents a domain of knowledge, where concepts and relation-
ships between concepts are depicted concisely as nodes, containing the words representing
concepts, connected by edges. An edge is a line labeled by a verbal expression, connecting a
node to a successor node and representing the relationship semantically linking a node to
the other. The sequential connection of more nodes through successive edges depicts the
paths of connected nodes. Cross-concept relationships, i.e., edges going from one concept
in a path to another in another path, can also be drawn. Thus, a CM offers a graphical and
symbolic representation of a knowledge domain, with concepts appearing earlier, when
more abstract, or later, when more specific, along the paths. Figure 1 shows an illustration
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of a CM on the Molecules domain: the primary concept resides in the top node while
connections between pairs of concepts are depicted by lines, each labeled according to the
relationship type. Furthermore, each line denotes a triplet: head concept (h), relationship
(r), target concept (t). Later, we will show how every triplet forms a sentence that can be
subsequently linked to others via new relationships. Consequently, a CM can be interpreted
as a collection of sentences (which we will call CS) and progresses through hierarchical
levels of depth.

Figure 1. A representation of Molecule Knowledge domain through a CM.

The idea of CMs stems from investigations into memory. Among various topics, such
studies tackle the issue of Rote Learning (i.e., in short, memorization) versus Meaningful
Learning (in very short, understanding and being able to build on it): an individual’s knowl-
edge is not merely an assortment of ideas; it is a network of interconnected concepts [16,19].
During Meaningful Learning, it is indeed this network that undergoes alteration, with
the introduction of new ideas, the establishment of new connections among them, and
potentially the formation of new connections between new and existing ideas. The visual
representation of a knowledge domain, with the visualization of both connections (edges)
and concepts (nodes), can benefit both educators and learners. When a knowledge repre-
sentation is provided for the domain, educators can access/visualize a learner’s knowledge
state, while learners can effectively display their knowledge and gain assistance in com-
prehending and learning about the domain [15,19]. Thus, a CM serves as a visual and
individualized depiction of an individual’s knowledge regarding a specific topic [15]. For a
(subset of a) knowledge domain, each learner will construct a distinct CM, furnishing valu-
able insights into their learning process within that domain. Furthermore, the capability to
gauge the similarity between two distinct CMs, whether constructed by different students
simultaneously or by the same student at various steps in their learning process, would aid
educators in monitoring the students’ learning process (and assist in uncovering instances
of Meaningful Learning [16].

2.2. Concept Maps Tools

Numerous cloud-based web platforms enable the creation and dissemination of CMs
using visual techniques like drag and drop.

The Graphed framework [20] offers users a visual web-based environment for con-
structing CMs. This platform provides users with a selection of standard relationships
between concepts to construct their CMs. Additionally, Graphed-managed CMs can be
made accessible and shared for the community of users (https://graphed.igiresearch.com/
accessed on 20 February 2024).

The web-based system Cmaptools [21] assists users in constructing, navigating, sharing,
and discussing domains depicted as CMs. CMs can be shared publicly or in groups of
users. Additionally, users can establish links between their CMs and shared CMs and ask

https://graphed.igiresearch.com/
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for an automated generation of a web page for their CMs. Lastly, users can search the
web for information relevant to a CM (https://cmap.ihmc.us/cmaptools/ accessed on 23
February 2024).

We think we should mention, here, ChatGPT (https://www.openai.com accessed on
13 March 2024), as a state-of-the-art intelligent chatbot based on a Large Language Model
architecture. It can be integrated into learning systems via an API and can provide support
for CM construction. In particular, the system can provide CMs both in text and graphic
format on demand, based on the user’s textual specifications. On the other hand, even the
most advanced version, ChatGPT 4.0, is currently unable to provide, off the shelf, direct
and graphical support to a teacher based on a reasonable measure of similarity between
maps. Basically, this is due to the lack of a well-founded measure of similarity that the
system could find available. It also may depend on the lack of image management, which
could, anyway, be a problem that is open to solution by a textual specification of the maps.

In conclusion, the aforementioned systems, while mostly providing a good graphical
and interactive environment for the construction of CMs, do not offer any measure of
distance between them.

In the following subsection, we discuss further research involving in some way the use
of measures of similarity, or distance, between maps. This is to better explain the novelty
the authors think this article’s contribution can provide.

2.3. Measures and Analysis Methods for Concept Maps

A literature review about the use of open-ended CMs, also for educational aims, is
presented in [6]. In particular, the comparison of literature contributions is focused on
how maps are analyzed, on which maps’ characteristics the analysis is based, and to what
conclusions, about the learner, an analysis leads. Open-ended CMs are those created by
learners when there are no constraints on the vocabulary of concepts’ and relationships’
names (as opposed to the assignment in which names are given, for instance, by the teacher).
The above freedom allows the consideration of the map’s true representations of the state
of knowledge of the learner who created the map [22]; this is the reason this type of concept
mapping is preferably used for monitoring and assessment [23].

An investigation of the possible methods of CM analysis, including the consideration
of both the topological structure and morphology of a map, is presented in [7]. In this paper,
the topology of the map is given, quite traditionally, by the ways the nodes (concepts)
are connected, without considering the semantics of such nodes and connections: this
allows for general considerations about the number of concepts and the distribution,
and number, of the connections among the nodes, from a structural viewpoint. The
morphology instead expresses the graphic form of the map, which can be related to the
level of appropriation of knowledge and the depth (level of possession) of such knowledge
in the learner’s mind. The morphological viewpoint is related to qualities of the map such
as broad (rather than deep), deep (rather than broad), balanced (in the paper, one concept is
considered “foundational”, with all the other concepts deriving from it, in a tree-like form),
disconnected (with separated “islands" in the map), interconnected (with connections among
parts that otherwise would be disconnected). The paper proposes some ideas about how
to make the two-level, quantitative and qualitative, analysis fruitful to better understand
the learner’s state of knowledge. An interesting citation proposed by the authors should
be cited here: They report an observation from [24] about CMs that result in networks
(as opposed to the easier chain of concepts); such maps represent a rich body of knowledge
in which complex understanding is demonstrated. The paper follows up on this, adding a
later observation from [25] amounting to affirm that the expertize [shown by a learner]
is the ability to dynamically transform between ‘chains of practice and the underlying networks
of understanding’. This, in turn, relates to a note in [26], expressing the idea that learning
involves a transition between ‘written or spoken messages [that] are necessarily linear sequences of
concepts and propositions’ and ‘knowledge [which] is stored in our minds in a kind of hierarchical or
holographic structure’.

https://cmap.ihmc.us/cmaptools/
https://www.openai.com
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In [27], the authors investigate the limitations inherent in similarity measures of relat-
edness proximity between concept pairs in a CM. To this aim, they present a research model
for augmenting CMs based on a novel method of co-word analysis that utilizes webomet-
rics web counts for improving similarity measures. The proposed experiment demonstrates
the effectiveness of this method in producing reliable and weighted relationships between
different concepts in a CM.

A bouquet of similarity measures between CMs is proposed in [8]. The (three) similar-
ity measures are grounded on pedagogical criteria, besides more usual graph matching.

Regarding such measures: (1) Overlapping Edges Degree considers nodes shared be-
tween CMs and linked by identical relationships; (2) Prerequisite Constraints computes
similarity by analyzing common learning paths; (3) Knowledge Commonality evaluates the
centrality that a given concept possesses in the compared maps.

In their work [28], the authors introduce a novel approach to assessing didactic
similarity among various CM concepts, leveraging DL. Utilizing the DL InferSent algorithm,
which relies on sentence embedding, they infer similarity between concepts and maps,
taking into account the concepts only.

In [29], the authors propose a technique for matching elements or subsets of CMs,
employing a similarity flooding algorithm to facilitate the comparison and fusion of CMs,
aligning nodes and substructures across simulated CMs and CMs created by students.

In contrast to existing approaches in the literature, our method for measuring similarity
utilizes embedding techniques [10,11,30] to assess the semantic resemblance between two
CMs by considering each relationship’s basic elements (the relation and the concepts
involved in it), as well as a holistic perspective.

2.4. Support to Learning (and Teaching) Analytics

One of the aims of this paper is to present an approach to the process of teaching and
learning (1) based on the CM similarity measure we proposed in this paper, (2) inspired,
from the theoretical viewpoint, by the advancements in Learning Analytics (LA) and
Teaching Analytics (TA) [31–33], and (3) using, from the practical viewpoint, the dashboard
technology [13,14].

LA, and in particular TA, have been fields of study for several years, yet they are still
open to systematization. TA is a sub-field of LA, focusing on the design, development,
and evaluation of visual analytics methods and tools to support teachers in their inquiry
activity. In effect, LA, as a research and application field, is quite interdisciplinary, being
linked and applying methodologies and tools coming from other research areas (such
as Education, Pedagogy, Human–Computer Interaction, User Modeling, Recommender
Systems, Machine Learning, and Artificial Intelligence).

In [31], a reference model is proposed as a guide in the development of LA initiatives. The
model advocates the use of a four-dimensional classification schema: ‘data and environments
(what?), stakeholders (who?), objectives (why?), and methods (how?)’. The results of a literature
review based on such a model allowed the conclusion that, among other aspects, LA
solutions receive data mainly from Intelligent Tutoring Systems and Learning Management
Systems by means of classification and prediction tools.

In [32], a consolidated model for LA is presented, where three dimensions of intercon-
nected and dependent features concur to form a rational and well-founded solution for LA.
The first dimension, Theory, deals with the necessity to found all the data-drive activities of
an LA system on a consistent and consistently applied theory. In other words, the ‘Potential
to analyze and identify patterns in large datasets’ must be guided by a theory.

As a source for such theoretical foundation in an LA system, Psychology, Sociology, Or-
ganization Science, Information Science, and Semiotics are pointed out. Also, an application
in the educational field could help advance the theory.

The second dimension is the Design one, which is in turn discussed as a tri-parted
area: First, there is a design activity regarding Interaction and visualization to be fulfilled
in the LA system regarding the support for the users (learners and teachers mainly) for
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the actual acquisition of insights out of an efficient interface. Second, the LA system must
also be founded on a design of the Learning components, which should support effective
learning by allowing the general system to select, extract, analyze, and visualize data about
the effects of the learning activities, which will be useful to give insights only if this process
was theoretically sound, and so giving valid results. Third, a Study design is needed that
should allow data research and evaluation during and after the use of the system (also
for longitudinal studies, for instance). In the authors’ words: ‘A study design consideration
should understand the nature of data collection, possible ways that the data can be analyzed, and the
types of questions to be answered’.

The review in [34] discusses the evidence available in the literature regarding the
results of using LA systems on the learner’s success. In particular, the paper shows
results about how successful study continuation and completion have been enhanced and
how dropouts have been influenced for the better by the application of LA. However, it
seems that the available data are usually related to ad hoc experiments, while a large-scale
investigation proposing methods to adapt the LA offer to the particular characteristics and
possibilities of the school or university is still lacking.

In conclusion of this section, regarding research related to this article’s subject, we
may summarize the main points we intend to provide with this article as follows:

• Regarding the use of a similarity measure to compare CMs, to the best of our knowl-
edge, no approach is provided in the literature where concepts and relationships of a
CM are managed through the DL techniques we proposed. Our DL-based approach
can surely be further deepened and elaborated, so we also hope to have provided
some means to further deepen this type of approach.

• While the use of similarity evaluation between maps is considered, it appears always
bound to verify the correctness of the maps and/or establish a classification of the
maps on that basis. Such evaluation can be performed either manually (through the
application of a rubric) or by automatic assessment, and similarity considerations are
usually done against a model map (teacher’s map or maps) rather than among the
students’ maps.

The support for a direct (and similarity-directed) analysis of the students’ maps,
aiming to let the teacher obtain a comprehensive idea of how the students are distributing
their efforts within the class, is altogether missing in the literature.

We believe that, despite being disconnected from direct map-correctness assessment,
such a feature can support the teacher’s analysis of class trends: showing how possible
clusters of similar CMs are present in the students’ products can allow the observation of
how the domain knowledge is differently organized in the class, and to appreciate students’
common interpretations (however right or wrong they might be). This might be done, for
instance, by visiting sample maps in a group of similar ones, providing the teacher with a
feasible way to analyze the whole set of the class’ CMs.

3. Computation of Map Similarity through Deep-Learning Methods

Sentence-embedding models aim to capture the semantic core of a sentence in a
fixed-length vector, offering a significant advancement over traditional text representation
methods like Bag-of-Words (BoW) or one-hot encoding. Unlike these older techniques,
sentence embeddings can understand the context, meaning, and relationships among
words, providing a more nuanced and effective means of representing text data for various
natural-language processing tasks. For this reason, sentence embedding is a well-studied
area with dozens of proposed methods [35]. Of all the models proposed, we chose two:
InferSent and Universal Sentence Encoder (USE). The former was chosen because it has
already been used with good results in other works on CMs (see, for example, [28]). The
latter was chosen because studies have shown its validity in different research fields in the
treatment of semantic similarity between sentences [36].

We used both approaches to construct each CM embedding, allowing us to compare
them and assess the most effective method for computing CM similarity. Each CM was
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divided into individual sentences, and then each of them was transformed into embedding.
In this way, each CM was represented as a set of vectors of real numbers with size 512.

3.1. InferSent Sentence-Embedding Encoder

InferSent is a technique for encoding sentence embeddings that offers semantic rep-
resentations of English sentences, trained on natural-language inference data, and that
generalizes well to many different tasks [10].

This is a supervised model based on DL, trained with the Stanford Natural-Language
Inference (SNLI) corpus. The SNLI corpus consists of 570,000 English sentence pairs labeled
as implying, contradicting, or being neutral to each other. InferSent has two versions: the
original uses GloVe vectors for pre-training word embeddings (https://nlp.stanford.edu/
projects/glove/ accessed on 23 October 2023) [30], while the updated version adopts fastText
for the same goal. In our research, we employed fastText, a tool created by Facebook’s
AI Research (FAIR) lab for developing word embeddings and text classification (https:
//fasttext.cc/docs/en/crawl-vectors.html accessed on 31 August 2023). FastText aims to
encode full sentences to maintain their semantic integrity. As the development environment,
the model was implemented in Python language, using the CoLab tool provided by Google
(https://colab.research.google.com/ accessed on 15 September 2023).

3.2. Universal Sentences Encoder Embedding

The Universal Sentence Encoder (USE) transforms text into high-dimensional vectors,
making them applicable for tasks such as text classification, semantic similarity evaluation,
and other natural-language processing (NLP) activities [11]. This pre-trained DL model
takes English text of variable length and produces a 512-dimensional vector of real numbers.
USE incorporates the Deep Averaging Network (DAN) encoder, supported by the TensorFlow
Python library. The DAN model, based on feed-forward neural network principles, employs
either Word2Vec or GloVe for its embedding method. It calculates the sum or average of
embeddings for each word in a sentence and then channels these through one or more
layers of feed-forward networks, specifically Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLPs). The final
classification is executed in the last layer using logistic regression, Naïve Bayes, or Support
Vector Machine (SVM) techniques. In this case, as the development environment, the model
was implemented in Python using the CoLab tool provided by Google.

3.3. Concept-Map Embedding

As discussed in Section 2, comparing two CMs is a complex task with various chal-
lenges, partly dependent on the perspective from which similarity is evaluated. The CM,
depicted as a directed graph, requires an algorithm for measuring its difference from
another CM, which must be based on one or more criteria. Each criterion emphasizes a
preference for a specific aspect of similarity.

To encode a CM using embeddings, we initially consider that each edge r in the map,
linking two nodes h and t (with r directed from h, the head concept, to t, the target concept),
can be encapsulated as a Relationship Triplet RT = (h, r, t). Therefore, a CM, denoted as C,
can be described as the collection of its relationship triplets. Figure 2 shows the process,
where both the embedding models are used for representing each CM.

CT ≡ {(ch, rch ,ct , ct), ∀edgerch ,ct ∈ C}

where rch ,ct is the edge in C that connects the concepts ch, ct. (We can quite reasonably
use the condition of non-existence for isolated concepts in a map). Then, we express
each relationship triplet in CT as a sentence: let be the sentence defined by the relational
triplet (h, r, t):

sC
h,r,c =< ch > + < r > + < ct >

https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/crawl-vectors.html
https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/crawl-vectors.html
https://colab.research.google.com/
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If nC is the number of sentences so obtained, si, i ∈ [1 · · · nC] the map C can then be
represented as the set of sentences CS = {sC

1 , sC
2 , . . . , sC

nC
}. Table 1 shows the SMolecules set

(for the map in Figure 1), also giving an idea of the sentence’s appearance.
Since each sentence can be represented as an embedding (see just a few lines later), C

is then straightforwardly represented as a set of embeddings:

CEmb = {embedding(sC
1 ), embedding(sC

2 ), . . . , embedding(sC
nC
)}

Table 1. The S set for the CM: Molecules.

ID Sentence

s1 molecules can be water

s2 water found in living things

s3 molecules have motion

s4 motion determines states

s5 motion increased by heat

s6 states can be solid

s7 states can be gas

s8 states can be liquid

s9 living things can be plants

s10 living things can be animals

s11 water can change states

Figure 2. The CM embedding process: first, each CM is transformed into a set of sentences S. Second,
each sentence si is transformed into its embedding by both InferSent and USE.

According to the research aims expressed in Section 1, to deal with the similarity of
two CMs, C1, C2, here we aim to use the aforementioned embedding techniques, InferSent
and Universal, to achieve the following goals:

1. Producing the embedding representations of C1 and C2, respectively
C1Emb = {embedding(sC1

1 ), embedding(sC1
2 ), . . . , embedding(sC1

nC1
)} and

C2Emb = {embedding(sC2
1 ), embedding(sC2

2 ), . . . , embedding(sC2
nC2

)}.
2. Computing a matrix:

EMB(C1, C2) = {dij}

where dij = distance(sC1
i , sC2

j ), for i ∈ [1 · · · nC1], j ∈ [1 · · · nC2] (each dij is the distance
between the i-th sentence of C1 and the j-th sentence of C2).
Notice that in the experimental evaluation, we used both the Euclidean and Cosine
distance.
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Notice also that the distances are computed on the embedding representation of the
sentences.

3. Computing the arithmetic mean and the Standard Deviation of the distances of all the
sentences in C1 from all those in C2 (distances computed on the embeddings): d(C1,
C2) = Mean({v, v∈ EMB(C1, C2)}), STD(C1, C2) = Stdev({v, v∈ EMB(C1, C2)}).

4. Implementing a system, based on our similarity measure, to provide teachers with a
dashboard to monitor concept-mapping activity.

In fact, d(C1, C2) is the measure we propose for the similarity between the two CMs.
In the following, we use both the InferSent and Universal DL embedding models as

the embedding methods for sentences to compare their use and give indications about their
usefulness. Moreover, as the distance() function mentioned in point 2, we used both the
Euclidean and Cosine distances separately, again to compare them during the evaluation of
our experimental data.

4. Experimental Evaluation

We conducted an experimental activity to evaluate how the sentence-embedding
approaches, described in the previous section, can measure the similarity of two CMs and,
along the way, assess which one of the two approaches is better performing out of the
one using InferSent and the one applying USE. To do this, we verified how the measures
aligned with the assessments from a sample of teachers. Assuming the teacher’s assessment
of similarity as the baseline, the comparison with the automated assessments provided by
the measures would then allow the answering of our RQ.

We selected a sample of teachers from whom we asked for several map-similarity
assessments. The teachers, selected randomly from a group of primary and secondary-
school grade educators, were 31.

To compose a questionnaire, where several map comparisons would be evaluated by
the sample, we also selected a set of CMs retrieved from the World Wide Web. Eventually,
5 maps were included in this set: Living Things, Molecules, Water, Neural Networks, and
Plant. The maps are not presented here for reasons of space; however, they are visible in
the questionnaire, which is referenced in Section 4.4.

This allowed the proposal of the sample with 10 pairs of maps to be compared. The
general criterion for map selection was to have maps granting a variety of similarity results
and being neither too small nor too big (such as between 10 and 20 nodes). In addition, the
number of selected maps was stated to limit the number of comparisons and, accordingly,
the overall workload imposed upon the respondents.

Figure 3 illustrates the experimental procedure: basically, the same comparisons and
assessments of similarity were to be conducted using the sentence-embedding approaches
(four times, overall, applying InferSent and USE, each one by two definitions of distance)
and once by the sample. Then, each one of the four sentence-embedding-based datasets
would be compared with the teachers’ one.

Figure 3. The workflow of the experimental procedure.

4.1. Environment Setting

To implement, in Python programming language, the sentence-embedding approaches,
we employed the CoLab service provided by Google (https://colab.research.google.com/

https://colab.research.google.com/
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accessed on 20 August 2023). This free, web-based service allows the development of
computer programs using Python software, 3.1 libraries for DL, basically through a web
browser, with very limited needs for configuration and access to powerful computational
tools. It is a “Notebook"-based service: it relies on the implementation of a system through
logical software blocks (the notebooks) developed according to the Jupyter software model
(https://jupyter.org/ accessed on 17 August 2023).

We adopted this development service to enhance the availability of computational
resources that we would not have locally. In particular, we had the chance, through Google
CoLab, to use standard Python libraries (such as numpy and tensorflow), also exploiting
web-accessible GPU and parallelization resources to make our embedding models run.

4.2. Setting of the Experimental Data

Since we wish to compare the assessment of similarity produced through our measure
with the one provided by the teachers’ sample, we organized two phases of data production.
In the first phase, we produce the similarity assessments, according to our measure, for
each one of the map comparisons proposed in the questionnaire presented to the sample.
The second phase is the collection of teachers’ assessments on the same map comparisons.

During the first phase:

1. for each one of the 5 experimental maps, say C, we build the corresponding sentence
representation CS = {sC

1 , sC
2 , . . . , sC

nC
} (cfr. Section 3). This is carried out using a

parsing Python module that runs in Colab.
2. then, the embedding representation is computed as:

CEmb = {embedding(sC
1 ), embedding(sC

2 ), . . . , embedding(sC
nC

)}, as explained in the
following subsection.
Since we intended to use two embedding models (USE, and InferSent), we would
compute two embedding representations for each one of the CMs, accordingly.

3. then, based on our similarity measure, the distances between each pair of maps
involved in the teacher’s sample comparison tasks are computed. This computation
is performed using two metrics for the distance between vectors (the embeddings):
the Cosine and the Euclidean distance.
Therefore, eventually, for each comparison request for the teacher’s sample, we have
four similarity assessments (coming from the use of two embedding representations
with two different vector distance metrics).

4.3. Computation of the Embeddings and the Distances

To produce the evaluation data, we used both USE and InferSent, applying the pre-
trained model with no fine-tuning. In both cases, we represented a sentence in a CM with a
512-feature vector (the embedding).

Considering one of the two CMs to compare, C, the embedding representation is:
CEmb = {embedding(sC

1 ), embedding(sC
2 ), . . . , embedding(sC

nC
)} where embedding(sC

i )

represents the i-th sentence in CS (C’s sentence representation).
Then, we computed the distance matrix EMB(C1,C2) = {dij} for each pair (C1, C2)

of CMs involved in the experiment, and determined the related similarity value as the
arithmetic mean of the distances of all the sentences in C1 from all those of C2 (distance
computed on the embeddings): d(C1, C2) = Mean({v, v∈ EMB(C1, C2)}).

As mentioned earlier, we have four sets of data here, as we computed the Euclidean
distance as well as the Cosine distance in both the InferSent and USE embedding computations.

Table 2 presents the Cosine distances among the sample maps when the embeddings
are computed through the USE model; similarly, Table 3 is about the Euclidean distances,
still when USE is applied. Taking into consideration the fact that CMs are usually limited
to a relatively small number of concepts, and relationships, the cost of computation for this
step of our process is not significantly high.

https://jupyter.org/
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Table 2. The Cosine distances among all CMs using the Universal DL model.

vs. Living Molecules Water Neural Plant

living - 0.3846 0.2829 0.1136 0.2042

molecules - - 0.2879 0.1202 0.1838

water - - - 0.0869 0.1678

neural - - - - 0.1118

plant - - - - -

Table 3. The Euclidean distances among all CMs using the Universal DL model.

vs. Living Molecules Water Neural Plant

living - 1.0654 1.1693 1.3297 1.2586

molecules - - 1.1662 1.3246 1.2751

water - - - 1.3495 1.2876

neural - - - - 1.3314

plant - - - - -

4.4. Teachers’ Assessment on the Experimental Comparisons

A sample of teachers was asked to complete an online questionnaire using the Google
Module platform (Available at: https://forms.gle/QvappMpWXLiwYuL28 accessed on
15 May 2023). The survey included ten questions, each requiring the comparison of two
CMs. These CMs were displayed, and teachers were asked to evaluate their similarity on a
5-point Likert scale. We prepared ten comparisons using five different CMs. The Likert
scale ranged from very different to very similar at the extremes. Teachers were advised to
use specific criteria to guide their evaluations (refer to Figure 4). The degree of similarity
between the two CMs was assessed based on the fact that:

1. they have concepts in common (and in this case also, synonyms of concepts are to be
taken into consideration);

2. they present common semantic links between common concepts (and possible syn-
onymy between semantic relations is to be taken into account).

In Figure 5, a screenshot of the questionnaire results is shown.

Figure 4. The home page, showing instructions, of the questionnaire submitted to the sample of
teachers.

https://forms.gle/QvappMpWXLiwYuL28
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Figure 5. The results of the questionnaire for Living things vs. Molecules and Living things vs. Neural
networks comparisons.

4.5. Statistical Evaluation

Based on the questionnaires we received, we ranked all similarity distances. This
resulted in three distinct rankings for all pairs of CMs: one based on Cosine distance, one on
Euclidean distance, and one derived from teachers’ assessments. To examine the relation-
ships or lack thereof between the distances suggested by teachers versus those proposed by
two DL models, we computed the non-parametric Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient [37].
The evaluations by teachers served as the baseline for comparing the rankings produced by
the DL algorithms. Table 4 displays the correlation outcomes. There is a strong correlation
between the scores from the Universal model and the teachers’ assessments. However,
the correlation between the teachers’ assessments and the conclusions drawn from the
InferSent model is weaker. Additionally, we conducted a one-tail test, which yielded a
of p-value = 0.004 for the Universal model when compared with both the Cosine and
Euclidean distances.

Table 4. Spearman’s correlation results.

InferSent
(Cosine)

InferSent
(Euclidean)

Universal
(Cosine)

Universal
(Euclidean)

ρ 0.51 0.46 0.85 0.85
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5. The Teacher Dashboard

After the successful verification of the RQ, here we move on to show the concept of a
dashboard application built on the sentence-embedding-based method, which is designed
for the teacher, with the aim to support the preliminary analysis of the CMs produced by
the class. The nature of such preliminary analysis is described in the final part of Section 1.
As stated in Section 1, the dashboard we present is not intended as (part of) a fully fledged
system ready to be applied in the class environment, rather it should provide the reader
with a clear suggestion of how it can be useful for the teacher, as an application of the
similarity measure we evaluated, during the task of preliminary analysis of the (possibly
many) maps submitted by the class. Hence, the dashboard is intended to be integrated
into a whole process of support to Learning by concept mapping and Teaching Analytics,
which can be represented by the six-step cyclic process shown in Figure 6 [33].

Figure 6. The six-step process to improve Learning and Teaching Analytics for concept-mapping
activity.

As the figure shows, the process is based on the following six steps, forming a didactic
cycle to improve the concept-mapping activity:

1. CMs Building. First, the students build their own CM in a graphic format and second
in text format. Text format means a text file where each row contains the textual
representation of the sentence of the CM, as shown in Table 1. This format will allow a
CM to be processed by the InferSent and USE DL models to produce the embeddings
and then compute the distances between CMs, as explained below.

2. CMs Storing. The students can deliver their files through a common area, such as a
folder on Google Drive.

3. System Acquisition. The system automatically takes the CMs as input both in text and
graphic format. In this phase, the neural engine processes all the text files representing
the CMs delivered by the students. This process is shown in Figure 7.
Let B = {b1, b2, . . . , bm}, the set of sentence embeddings for the teacher’s CM (that is
our baseline), and E = {e1, e2, . . . , en} the set of generic embeddings sentences for a
given student’s CM. Hence, each learner’s CM can be represented by a single value

as
∑m

i=1 ∑n
j=1 d(bi ,ej)

m∗n , where d(bi, ej) is the Euclidean distance computed between the
teacher’s map’s set of embeddings and the learner’s one, and this value represents the
global distance between the teacher’s and learner’s CMs. Notice that in this process,
we are using only the Euclidean distance to compute embedding distances, as (cf.
previous section) Cosine and Euclidean distances have been revealed to have similar
behaviors.

4. Dashboard Visualization. The system draws a scatterplot, where each point represents a
learner’s CM, by the coordinates (x, y) where:
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• the coordinate x, on the horizontal axis, is the order number of the student (map)
in the class,

• the coordinate y, on the vertical axis, is the distance of the corresponding stu-
dent’s map from the teacher’s CM.

In other words, the farther the point is from the X-axis, the lower the similarity of the
learner’s CM with the teacher’s.

5. CMs Checking. The teacher, by clicking on a particular point, can visualize the cor-
responding CM. This process is shown in Figure 8, where a prototypical system is
proposed. In the example proposed by the figure, the baseline CM was Trees. The
teacher wrote her own CM while her students (nine in this case) built their own. By
observing the scatterplot, the teacher wants to check the farthest CM. Then, by clicking
on the red point, the system opens the relative CM.

6. Didactic Feedback. After the analysis performed in the previous step, the teacher will
be able to provide the learner (author of the map) with the necessary feedback.

Figure 7. The CM reduction to a single-point process.

Figure 8. The teacher dashboard as a scatterplot where each blue point represents a student’s CM.
Instead, the farthest CM from the teacher’s one is represented as a red point in (a). By clicking the
red point, one can check on the student’s CM and give the appropriate feedback to improve the CM
building activity (b).

6. Discussion

Here, we elaborate on the experimental results of the similarity measure, trying also to
make some conclusive points about the usefulness of the dashboard concept we presented.

In Section 2, we expounded on the research efforts present in the literature and related
to this work. As noted in that section, there seems to be a lack of studies on the use of
DL-based methods to compute measures of similarity (or distances) for CMs, so we have
actually limited possibilities to compare our proposed measure with other measures. For
our measure in this article, our plan was to validate it against a sample of teachers, which
provided the baseline. Adding a comparison with the results of other measures, possibly
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based on the same baseline, would be a further step in our work, although it would also
be complex, as we should secure implementations of such other measures. For the above-
mentioned reasons, we discuss only the results from the experimentation and present no
further comparisons.

6.1. Research Question

The RQ basically asks whether a similarity measure for CMs can be defined through
DL embedding models to satisfy the pedagogical viewpoint of the teacher. The measure of
similarity we presented in Section 3 intended to capture the structure and semantics of a CM
using methods to produce embeddings as a representation of the map and distance mea-
sures between embeddings. We used two embedding methods and two distance measures
between embeddings to make comparisons and see the validity of the general approach.

We selected a sample of five CMs, from which we generated ten comparisons. These
were presented to a group of 31 teachers, who were tasked with evaluating the similarity of
the CMs across the ten comparisons.

The experimental results, summarized in Table 4, indicate a strong correlation between
the similarity scores computed using the Universal DL model and those provided by the
sample of teachers. The correlation holds for both the Cosine and Euclidean distance,
which we used to compute the distance between embedding sets. Thus, the methodology
implemented, which relies on embeddings, is capable of capturing the semantics of the
sample of CMs. Consequently, it effectively supports teachers by providing similarity
assessments that closely align with those made by human teachers in the sample.

A further insight is derived from the p-value discussed at the end of the previous
subsection. We posited the null hypothesis, H0, that there is no monotonic correlation
between the two statistical distributions: one defined by teacher assessments and the
other by automatic computations. Conversely, the alternative hypothesis, H1, proposed
the existence of a monotonic correlation between these distributions. Given that H0 was
rejected (with a p-value of 0.004), we can regard the experiment as an effective, albeit
preliminary, validation of the embedding-based approach to measuring similarity.

6.2. Teacher’s Dashboard Expected Usefulness

Of course, the measure we proposed cannot help the teacher without being integrated
into an overall system, such as a fully fledged application realizing the process described
in Section 5. To give some elements that appreciate the potential usefulness of using our
DL-based measure, we described the design of a dashboard that could be embedded in the
above-mentioned system. Therefore, the dashboard is a proof-of-concept implementation
providing a visual rendering of the many CMs produced by a class of learners as points in
the bi-dimensional space, according to the distances computed among them through the
similarity measure.

The integration of the dashboard mechanism into a complete Learning support system
is a matter for future work; however, we received indications from the teachers participating
in the experimental evaluation that we presented about what feature would be more
attractive, to be included in the implementation. Figure 8 shows a case study with its
usefulness: by this system, the teacher can check each CM and give immediate feedback
to the student. The system is planned to be extended in a client-server architecture to
automate the CM delivery phase through a suitable interactive interface.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we investigated the potential of using DL techniques to measure the
similarity between CMs. This approach addresses challenges associated with various
perspectives on the concept of similarity, such as comparing graphs. We specifically
utilized InferSent and the Universal Sentence Encoder, both of which are well-suited
for generating embeddings from incoming sentences. Initial experiments have shown
a positive correlation between these techniques and the assessments made by a sample
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of teachers. Notably, the Universal Sentence Encoder closely aligns with the teachers’
judgments. Looking ahead, we plan to conduct more extensive experiments and compare
these methods with other embedding techniques.

In terms of the possible impact of the similarity measure we proposed, we might
add some notes about possible different applications. In general, any system where the
semantic collection of texts is managed through the use of DL could have a use for similarity
measure as the one we propose: for instance, machine-learning and DL techniques are
used to carry out sentiment analysis, and news/opinions check and comparison (see, for
instance, [38]). Other interesting fields remaining in a Technology Enhanced Learning
setting could be (1) the Automated Grading of a CM by analysis of its correctness (which
was not considered in this article) and its similarity to a teacher’s CM; (2) representation of
a course’s learning corpus in a Large Language Model to support conversational interaction
between student and a chatbot; and (3) support the semi-automated evaluation of essays,
again by embedding representations of the students’ essays and the teacher’s one (or ones).

Apart from such relatively distant applications, we think that the research we pre-
sented here should be followed up, further elaborating on its usefulness, definition details,
and applicability. We can point out that a task of interest is in comparison with other
methods of similarity analysis for CMs, although they are likely to be not based on DL tech-
niques. This must be done by building a new experimental setting, still involving teachers
to create a baseline, and then carefully obtaining the results from our and others’ measures
to make a comparison and state some conclusions about the efficiency and correctness of
the computations.

A second line of work would be, of course, the implementation of a system where the
measure of similarity would be actually used to support the whole learning and teaching
cycle described in Section 5. That would allow the extension of our experimental work to
the direct application of classes with students and teachers.

Additional important lines of inquiry will regard two topics in particular:

1. Once a system is actually available, analysis of its usability and effectiveness on
teachers and learners could be pursued.

2. Since we build the embeddings based on simple sentences extracted from the map,
involving 2 concepts and one relationship, it is conceivable that we might reach a
better semantic representation of the map, involving embeddings on longer sequences
(such as whole “branches” of concepts and relationships). This is an endeavor to be
carefully planned, in particular with an eye on the possible computational impact
consequent to the production of longer sequence embeddings.
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